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Abstract
We introduce two new infinite families of APN functions, one on fields of order 22k for k not divisible
by 2, and the other on fields of order 23k for k not divisible by 3. The polynomials in the first family have
between three and k + 2 terms, the second family’s polynomials have three terms.
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1. Introduction
Let L = F2n , the finite field with 2n elements for some positive integer n. A function
f :L → L is said to be almost perfect nonlinear (APN) if the number of roots in L of the
polynomial
f (x + a) + f (x) + b
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entially δ-uniform. Thus APN is the same as differentially 2-uniform. A differentially 1-uniform
function is also called a perfect nonlinear function; these do not exist in characteristic 2.
APN functions were introduced in [9] by Nyberg, who defined them as the mappings with
highest resistance to differential cryptanalysis. Since then many papers have been written on APN
functions, although not many different families of such functions are known. Indeed, a recent
result of Voloch [11] shows that APN functions asymptotically have density 0 in the set of all
functions, in a certain sense.
Two functions f,g :L → L are called extended affine (EA) equivalent if there exist affine per-
mutations A1,A2 and an affine map A such that g = A1 ◦f ◦A2 +A. The differential uniformity
of a function is an invariant of EA equivalence. However, a bijective function is not necessarily
EA equivalent to its inverse, even though they have the same differential uniformity.
Until recently, all known APN functions were EA equivalent to one of a short list of monomial
functions, namely the Gold, Kasami–Welch, inverse, Welch, Niho and Dobbertin functions. For
some time it was conjectured that this list was the complete list of APN functions up to EA
equivalence.
A more general notion of equivalence has been suggested in [6], which is referred to as Carlet–
Charpin–Zinoviev (CCZ) equivalence. Two functions are called CCZ equivalent if the graph of
one can be obtained from the graph of the other by an affine permutation of the product space
(see Section 5 for details). Differential uniformity and resistance to linear and differential attacks
are invariants of CCZ equivalence, and as opposed to EA equivalence, any permutation is always
CCZ equivalent to its inverse.
EA equivalence is a special case of CCZ equivalence. In [4, Proposition 3], the authors express
necessary and sufficient conditions for EA equivalence of functions in terms of CCZ equivalence
and use this to construct several examples of APN functions that are CCZ equivalent to the
Gold functions, but not EA equivalent to any monomial function. This showed that the original
conjecture is false. The new question was whether all APN functions are CCZ equivalent to one
on the list.
In 2006 a sporadic example of a binomial APN function that is not CCZ equivalent to any
power mapping was given in [8]. A family of APN binomials on fields F2n , where n is divisible
by 3 but not 9, was presented in [2]. In [3] these have been shown to be EA inequivalent to
any monomial function, and CCZ inequivalent to the Gold, Kasami–Welch, inverse or Dobbertin
functions. For the case n = 6, in [7] Dillon presented a list of inequivalent APN functions on F2n .
Motivated by these works, in this paper we introduce new classes of APN functions on fields of
order 22k where k is not divisible by 2, and on fields of order 23k where k is not divisible by 3.
Our new polynomials generalize some of the previously known polynomials.
Let k and s be a pair of odd coprime integers. The first family of polynomials we consider has
the form
bx2
s+1 + b2k x2k+s+2k + cx2k+1 +
k−1∑
i=1
rix
2i+k+2i (1)
where b, c ∈ F22k , and ri ∈ F2k for each i. These polynomials have up to k + 2 nonzero coef-
ficients, depending on the choice of the ri , some or all of which could be 0. When we impose
the conditions that c /∈ F2k , and b is not a cube, then the family turns out to be a set of APN
polynomials.
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ux2
−k+2k+s + u2k x2s+1 + vx2k+s+2s (2)
where u is primitive in F23k and v ∈ F2k . (s,3k) = 1, (3, k) = 1, and 3 divides k + s. If v = 0
then these are the binomial APN functions found in [2].
Let Tr denote the trace map from L to F2. The Fourier transform of any real-valued function
F defined on L is the function F̂ defined by
F̂ (a) =
∑
x∈L
F(x)(−1)Tr(ax)
for a ∈ L. The Fourier spectrum of F is the set {F̂ (a): a ∈ L} of values of F̂ .
To a Boolean function g :L → F2 we associate the real-valued function G = (−1)g . When
we refer to the Fourier spectrum of g, we mean the Fourier spectrum of the associated function
G = (−1)g . For arbitrary g, computing its Fourier spectrum is often difficult.
For a pair of CCZ-equivalent functions g1, g2 :L → L, the Fourier spectra of the Boolean
functions Tr(g1) and T r(g2) may still be different. However, given a function f :L → L, the set
{Wf (a, b): a, b ∈ L}, where
Wf (a, b) =
∑
x∈L
(−1)Tr(ax+bf (x)),
is an invariant under CCZ equivalence. We will refer to this set as the Walsh spectrum. The Walsh
spectra of the new functions in this paper are the same as that of the Gold function x3, at least
for F64.
Bent functions were introduced in [10] by Rothaus in 1976 as Boolean functions having max-
imal distance to the set of all affine functions (the first order Reed–Muller code). Equivalently,
the bent functions on L are precisely those whose Fourier spectrum is {±√|L| }.
The paper is organised as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we establish the APN property of both
families of polynomials. In Section 4 we prove that the trace of (1) is a bent function. Finally, in
Section 5 we prove a connection between CCZ and code equivalence, and use this observation
to show that these polynomials in general are not CCZ equivalent to any monomial functions, or
the binomials in [2].
Notation. For the remainder, let n be a positive integer. Let k and s be relatively prime integers.
Let L, K and F be the finite fields of orders 2n, 22k and 23k , respectively.
2. Proof of APN property for family (1)
We shall now prove that the polynomials (1) are APN under certain conditions.
To establish the APN property of a function f on L we must show that the equation
f (x) + f (x + q) = p (3)
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solutions is zero, or has the same size as the kernel of the F2-linear map
Δf,q(x) := f (x) + f (x + q)+ f (q).
In the following, we will show that the families of functions (1) and (2) are APN by showing that
the kernel of Δf,q has size 2 for each nonzero q in the underlying field.
Recall our notation that K = F22k .
Theorem 1. Suppose that the integers k and s are both odd, with (k, s) = 1. Let f be the function
on K defined by
f (x) = bx2s+1 + b2k x2k+s+2k + cx2k+1 +
k−1∑
i=1
rix
2i+k+2i ,
where c /∈ F2k , b ∈ K is not a cube, and ri ∈ F2k for each i. Then f is APN on K .
Proof. Let q ∈ K∗. Then
Δf,q(x) = b
(
x2
s
q + xq2s )+ b2k (x2s+k q2k + x2k q2s+k )+ c(x2k q + xq2k )
+
k−1∑
i=1
ri
(
x2
i+k
q2
i + x2i q2i+k ).
Clearly the number of solutions in x to the equation Δf,q(x) = 0 is the same as the number
of solutions in x to the equation Δf,q(xq) = 0, so we replace x with xq in the above to obtain
Δf,q(xq) = bq2s+1
(
x2
s + x)+ b2k q2k+2s+k (x2s+k + x2k )+ cq2k+1(x2k + x)
+
k−1∑
i=1
riq
2i+2i+k (x2i+k + x2i ).
If Δf,q(x) = 0, then, rearranging the previous equation, we get
Δf,q(xq) = Ax + Bx2k + Cx2s + Dx2k+s +
k−1∑
j=1
Rj
(
x2
k+j + x2j )= 0 (4)
where
A = cq2k+1 + bq2s+1, B = cq2k+1 + b2k q2k+s+2k , C = bq2s+1,
D = b2k q2k+s+2k , and Rj = rj q2k+j+2j ,
for each j .
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the equation Δ(x) = 0 has at most two solutions in K . Obviously 0 is a solution of Δ(x) = 0,
and 1 is a solution of Δ(x) = 0 because Δ(1) = A + B + C + D = 0. We will now show there
are no other solutions in K .
Consider
Δ(x) + (Δ(x))2k = (A + B2k )(x + x2k )= (c + c2k )q2k+1(x + x2k ).
As q = 0 and c /∈ F2k , the above expression with Δ(x) = 0 implies x + x2k = 0, which means
x ∈ F2k . We can now write
Δ(x) = (A + B)x + (C + D)x2s = (A + B)(x + x2s )= 0.
Since (2k, s) = 1 it remains to show that A + B = 0. Suppose that A + B = 0. Then
bq2
s+1 + b2k q2k+s+2k = 0,
which implies
b2
k−1 = q(2k+s−1)(2k−1).
Using the fact that 3 divides 2t − 1 if and only if t is even, and recalling that we chose b not
to be a cube, we see that the left-hand side of this equation is not a cube. On the other hand, as
k + s is even, the right-hand side of this expression is a cube. Hence A + B = 0. 
3. Proof of APN property for family (2)
In this section we prove Theorem 3, which will construct quadratic trinomial APN functions
over F2n whenever n is divisible by 3 but not 9. We use the following easy result in its proof.
Lemma 2. Let k and t be positive integers. The following hold.
(i) If 3  k and θ ∈ F2k then θ is a 7th power in F2k .
(ii) If θ is primitive in F23k then θ is not a 7th power in F23k .
(iii) If 3  k, and θ is primitive in F23k , then θ2
k−1 is not a 7th power in F23k .
(iv) If 3 | t and θ ∈ F23k , then θ2t−1 is a 7th power in F23k .
Proof. Let r be a positive integer. First observe that 7 divides 2r − 1 if and only if 3 divides r .
Equivalently, the homomorphism x → x7 on F∗2r is a bijection if and only if 3 does not divide r .
This proves (i) and (ii). If θ is primitive in F23k and θ2
k−1 = β7 for some β ∈ F23k , then θ2k−1 =
θ7 for some integer , which means that 3 | k. This proves (iii). The proof of (iv) is clear because
2t − 1 = 7t ′ for some t ′. 
Recall our notation that F = F23k .
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0 mod 3. Let f (x) be the function on F defined by
f (x) = ux2−k+2k+s + u2k x2s+1 + vx2k+s+2s
where u is primitive in F and v ∈ F2k . Then f is APN on F .
Proof. Let q be a nonzero element of F . We count the number of solutions to the equation
Δf,q(x) = 0. Suppose that
Δf,q(x) = u
(
x2
k+s
q2
−k + q2k+s x2−k )+ u2k (x2s q + q2s x)+ v(x2k+s q2s + q2k+s x2s )= 0.
As before, replace x with xq to obtain
Δf,q(xq) = uq2−k+2k+s
(
x2
k+s + x2−k )+ u2k q2s+1(x2s + x)+ vq2k+s+2s (x2k+s + x2s )= 0.
Now divide by u2k q2s+1 to get
u1−2k q2−k+2k+s−2s−1
(
x2
k+s + x2−k )+ x2s + x + vu−2k q2k+s−1(x2s + x2k+s )= 0.
Let a := u1−2k q2−k+2k+s−2s−1, α := u−2k vq2k+s−1 and define
Δ(x) := (a + α)x2k+s + (1 + α)x2s + x + ax2−k . (5)
Note that for v = 0, a = α1−2−k and hence a2−k+2k+1 = 1. We claim that for v = 0 neither a nor
α is a 7th power. We will use this fact to show that the equation Δ(x) = 0 has just two solutions.
Since (3, k) = 1, from Lemma 2(i) every element of F2k , and in particular v, can be expressed
as a 7th power in F2k . By hypothesis, the integers k, s have been chosen such that 3 divides s +k,
so from Lemma 2(iv), q2k+s−1 is a 7th power. Since u is primitive in F , from Lemma 2(ii) u is
not a 7th power in F . Then u−2k is not a 7th power, so finally we deduce that α = u−2k vq2k+s−1
is not a 7th power in F .
Now
a = u1−2k q2−k+2k+s−2s−1 = u1−2k q(1−2−k)(2k+s−1),
which is a 7th power if and only if u1−2k is a 7th power. Since (3, k) = 1, from Lemma 2(iii),
u1−2k is not a 7th power and hence a is not a 7th power.
Recall that if we show that Δ(x) = 0 permits only 0 and 1 as solutions for x then f (x) is APN
on F . We define a linearized mapping,
Lθ(T ) := T + θT 2k + θ2k+1T 2−k .
If θ is a (2k − 1)th power in F , then a straightforward calculation verifies that Lθ(x + θx2k ) = 0
for all x ∈ F .
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0 = a−2kΔ(x)2k = x + a−2k x2k + a−2k (1 + α)2k x2k+s + (1 + αa−1)2k x2−k+s . (6)
Clearly a−2k = α−(2k−1) is a (2k − 1)th power, so that L
a−2k (x + a−2
k
x2
k
) = 0 for all x ∈ F ,
and then applying L
a−2k to (6) implies
L
a−2k
(
a−2k (1 + α)2k x2k+s + (1 + αa−1)2k x2−k+s )= 0. (7)
Recall the relations a2−k+2k+1 = 1 and a−1 = a2−k+2k = α2−k−1. We compute (7) as
a−2k (1 + α)2k x2k+s + (1 + αa−1)2k x2−k+s
+ a−2k (a−2−k (1 + α)2−k x2−k+s + (1 + αa−1)2−k x2s )
+ a(a−1(1 + α)x2s + (1 + αa−1)x2k+s )= 0.
Gathering terms and taking the (2−s)th power of the result we get(
1 + a−2k−s )x + (a2−s + a−2k−s )x2k + (1 + a2−s )x2−k = 0. (8)
We shall return to this equation later.
Since α + 1 = 0, we divide (5) by 1 + α to get
1
1 + αΔ(x) =
(
1
1 + α
)
x +
(
a
1 + α
)
x2
−k + x2s +
(
a + α
1 + α
)
x2
k+s = 0. (9)
Now write
A := a + α
1 + α =
a(1 + αa−1)
1 + α =
a(1 + α2−k )
1 + α = a(1 + α)
2−k−1.
Then A is a (2k − 1)th power, because a is, so
LA
(
x2
s + Ax2k+s )= 0
for all x ∈ F . Applying LA to (9) then gives
LA
(
1
1 + αx +
a
1 + α x
2−k
)
= 0.
Performing this substitution gives
(1 + α)−1x + a(1 + α)−1x2−k + a(1 + α)2−k−1((1 + α)−2k x2k + a2k (1 + α)−2k x)
+ a2k+1(1 + α)(2−k−1)(2k+1)((1 + α)−2−k x2−k + a2−k (1 + α)−2−k x2k )= 0.
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(
(1 + α)−1 + a2k+1(1 + α)2−k−2k−1)x + (a(1 + α)2−k−2k−1 + (1 + α)−2k )x2k
+ (a(1 + α)−1 + a2k+1(1 + α)−2k )x2−k = 0.
Now multiply by (1 + α)2k+1 to obtain:
(
(1 + α)2k + a2k+1(1 + α)2−k )x + (a(1 + α)2−k + (1 + α))x2k
+ (a(1 + α)2k + a2k+1(1 + α))x2−k = 0.
Substitute α1−2−k for a in this equation to obtain the following:(
1 + a−2−k )x + (1 + a)x2k + (a + a−2−k )x2−k = 0. (10)
Now we combine Eqs. (8) and (10) to eliminate the terms in x2−k . Note that a + a−2−k = 0
and 1 + a2−s = 0 since a = 1. (To verify that a + a−2−k = 0, note that a + a−2−k = 0 implies
a2
k+1 = 1, and also note that a2k+1 = a−22k because a is a (2k − 1)-power.)
We simplify
((
1 + a−2k−s )(a + a−2−k )+ (1 + a−2−k )(1 + a2−s ))x
+ ((a2−s + a−2k−s )(a + a−2−k )+ (1 + a)(1 + a2−s ))x2k = 0
to obtain ((
1 + a−2k−s )(a + a−2−k )+ (1 + a−2−k )(1 + a2−s ))(x + x2k )= 0.
If we show that (1 + a−2k−s )(a + a−2−k ) + (1 + a−2−k )(1 + a2−s ) = 0 for all possible values
of a, then we may conclude that x ∈ F2k . To this end, we consider the expression
a
(
1 + a−2k−s )(1 + a−2−k−1)= (1 + a−2−k )(1 + a2−s ).
Rearranging and using the fact that a−2−k−1 = a2k , we obtain
a = (1 + a
−1)2−k (1 + a)2−s
(1 + a−1)2k−s (1 + a)2k =
(
1 + a−1)2−k−2k−s (1 + a)2−s−2k .
Then
a2
s = (1 + a−1)(2k+s−1)2k (1 + a)−(2s+k−1)
so that a2s (and hence a) is a (2k+s − 1)th power, which in turn implies that a is a 7th power,
contradicting a previous claim.
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Δ(x) = 0 must satisfy x = x2k . Substituting into (5) we get
(a + 1)(x + x2s )= 0,
which implies x = 0 or 1 since (s,3k) = 1. 
4. Proof of bent property
In [5] it is noted that Tr(vf (x)) will be bent for at least 23 (2n −1) values of v for any quadratic
APN function f on L. An interesting property of the polynomials
f (x) = bx2s+1 + b2k x2k+s+2k + cx2k+1 +
k−1∑
i=1
rix
2i+k+2i
is that Tr(f (x)) is a bent function on K . We include a proof below using standard techniques.
We remark that the same argument as in the proof of the next theorem shows that Tr(vf (x)) is
bent for v ∈ F2k .
Theorem 4. Let
f (x) = bx2s+1 + b2k x2k+s+2k + cx2k+1 +
k−1∑
j=1
rj x
2k+j+2j
be a function on K with c /∈ F2k and rj ∈ F2k for each j . Then the Boolean function Tr(f (x)) is
bent.
Proof. We need to show that the Fourier transform F̂ (r), of F(x) = Tr(f (x)), is limited to the
two values ±2k .
By definition
F̂ (r) =
∑
x∈K
(−1)Tr(rx+f (x)).
Squaring gives
F̂ (r)
2 =
∑
y
∑
x
(−1)Tr(rx+f (x)+ry+f (y)).
Replacing y with x + u we have
F̂ (r)
2 =
∑
u
∑
x
(−1)Tr(ru+f (x)+f (x+u)) =
∑
u
(−1)Tr(ru+f (u))
∑
x
(−1)Tr(Δu(x))
where Δu(x) = f (u) + f (x) + f (x + u).
Since r2k = rj for each j , we may writej
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(
x2
k
u + xu2k )+ b(x2s u+ xu2s )+ (b(x2s u + xu2s ))2k
+
k−1∑
j=1
(
rj x
2j+ku2
j + (rj x2j+ku2j )2k )
so taking trace gives the simplification
Tr
(
Δu(x)
)= Tr(c(x2ku + xu2k )).
Simplifying gives
F̂ (r)
2 =
∑
u
(−1)Tr(ru+Au2k+1)
(∑
x
(−1)Tr(xL(u))
)
where A = c +∑k−1j=1 r2−jj , L(u) = (c + c2k )u2k . Since c /∈ F2k , L(u) = 0 except when u = 0.
This means that the inner sum is 0 except when u = 0. Hence F̂ (r)2 = 22k and the proof is
complete. 
5. CCZ equivalence and coding theory
Proving CCZ inequivalence of functions can be difficult. In this section we will show a corre-
spondence between CCZ equivalence and code equivalence. This indicates the potential for the
use of techniques from coding theory to establish CCZ equivalence or inequivalence of functions.
Recall that L = F2n . For a map f :L → L, let Gf = {(x, f (x)) | x ∈ L} ⊆ L × L denote the
graph of f .
Definition 5. Two maps f,g on L are said to be CCZ equivalent (denoted f ∼ g) if there exists
an affine F2-automorphism L :L× L → L × L such that L(Gf ) = Gg .
Equivalently, write L as (L1,L2) : (x, y) → (L1(x, y),L2(x, y)) for a pair of affine maps
L1,L2 from L×L to L. With respect to this notation, L(Gf ) is a graph if and only if L1(x, f (x))
is a bijection, and saying that L(Gf ) is the graph of g means that g maps L1(x, f (x))
to L2(x, f (x)) for each x.
Fix a basis of L over F2. For each element x ∈ L we write x = (x1, . . . , xn) to denote the
vector of coefficients of x with respect to this basis. Given a map f on L, we write f (x) to
denote the representation of f (x) ∈ L as a vector in Fn2 and we let Ĥf to denote a (2n+ 1)× 2n
binary matrix whose columns have the form (1,x, f (x))T
x∈Fn2 for some ordering of the elements
of Fn2. We write [Ĥf ] to denote the set of all such matrices with respect to all possible orderings,
so that any two elements in [Ĥf ] differ by a permutation of columns.
We now define [Ĉf ] to be the set {Null(H) | H ∈ [Ĥf ]}. Here Null(H) denotes the F2-
nullspace of the matrix H . In coding theory, two codes are said to be equivalent if one can
be obtained from the other by a permutation of coordinates, so the set [Ĉf ] is a set of equivalent
codes.
Dillon stated the following result in [7]. We include a proof for completeness (and we are not
aware of one in the literature).
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Proof. The functions f and g are CCZ-equivalent if and only if there exists an affine permutation
L= (L1,L2) on L × L such that{
L
(
x,f (x)
)
: x ∈ L}= {(x,g(x)): x ∈ L}
(in which case L1(x, f (x)) is a bijection). Then f ∼ g if and only if the matrix with
columns (1,x, g(x))T is a column permutation of the matrix with columns (1,L(x, f (x)))T =
(1,L1(x, f (x)),L2(x, f (x))).
If f ∼ g and L is the corresponding affine permutation with L(Gf ) = Gg , then there is an
invertible binary 2n × 2n matrix M and γ ∈ (F2)2n such that
L :
(
x, f (x)
) → M(x, f (x))T + γ.
Let
X =
[
1 0
γ M
]
.
Then X(1,x, f (x))T = (1,L(x, f (x)))T , and as X is an invertible matrix, the matrices with
columns (1,x, f (x))T and (1,L(x, f (x)))T (with the same ordering) have the same nullspace.
Therefore [Ĉf ] = [Ĉg].
Conversely, suppose that [Ĉf ] = [Ĉg]. Choose any C ∈ [Ĉf ]. We may choose particular ma-
trices A ∈ [Ĥf ] and B ∈ [Ĥg] both having nullspace C. This means there exists an invertible
binary matrix X such that A = XB . The columns of A are (1,x, f (x))T
x∈Fn2 in some order, and
the columns of B are (1,x, g(x))T
x∈Fn2 in some (possibly different) order, so the matrix X has the
form
X =
[ 1 0
γ1 M1
γ2 M2
]
for some n × 2n binary matrices Mi and γi ∈ Fn2 . Each Mi(x, f (x))T + γi defines an affine
map Li(x,f (x)). Moreover, since x ranges over all elements of Fn2 in both A and B , the set of
columns of each are in 1–1 correspondence with the graphs of Gf and Gg , respectively. Then
L= (L1,L2) gives the required affine permutation on L × L that maps Gf onto Gg . 
In [7] Dillon gave a list of some mutually CCZ-inequivalent APN polynomials on F64. We
have checked by computer for any CCZ-equivalence of the families discovered here and this list.
This was done using MAGMA to test for code equivalence of the extended codes associated with
the functions, which is necessary and sufficient by Theorem 6.
We remark that the weight distributions of the codes for our new APN functions proved to
be the same as that of the code for the function x3 on F64 (k = 3 for family (1) and k = 2
for family (2)). The weight distribution is the same thing as the Walsh spectrum defined in the
introduction (see, for example, the proof of Theorem 5 in [6]).
714 C. Bracken al. / Finite Fields and Their Applications 14 (2008) 703–714It was found that for the case n = 2k = 6, all the polynomials of the form (1) are CCZ-
equivalent to the trinomial
x3 + θ11x6 + θx9
(θ primitive) which was listed by Dillon. In particular, the polynomials in this family are not
CCZ-equivalent to any power mapping. We may say that family (1) generalizes Dillon’s example
to an infinite family.
For the case n = 3k = 6, it was found that all the polynomials of the form (2) with v = 0 are
CCZ-equivalent to
x3 + θx24 + x10
which is a different (CCZ-inequivalent) trinomial also listed by Dillon. We may say that fam-
ily (2) generalizes this example to an infinite family. If v = 0 then family (2) are the binomial
APN functions found in [2], which are CCZ-equivalent to x3 when n = 6. Therefore our trino-
mials (2) also generalize some of the binomials in [2] to an inequivalent family.
Remark. The preprint [1] appeared simultaneously with this article, where families of functions
on fields of even degree over GF(2) are shown to have the APN property. We cannot say at this
time whether these families are CCZ-inequivalent to the first family (1) in this article.
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